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Abstract
In this article we consider simultaneous T-dualization of type II superstring ac-
tion in pure spinor formulation. Simultaneous T-dualization means that we make
T-dualization at the same time along some subset of initial coordinates marked by
xa. The only imposed assumption stems from the applicability of the Buscher T-
dualization procedure - background fields do not depend on dualized directions xa. In
this way we obtain the full form of the T-dual background fields and T-dual trans-
formation laws. Because two chiral sectors transform differently, there are two sets
of vielbeins and gamma matrices connected by the local Lorentz transformation. Its
spinorial representation is the same as in the constant background case. We also found
the full expression for T-dual dilaton field.
1 Introduction
The importance of T-duality rose after M-theory was discovered. Five consistent super-
string theories are connected by web of T and S dualities and make M-theory [1]. For
example, T-duality connects type IIA and type IIB superstring theories in the sense that
after odd number of T-dualizations type IIA/B turns into IIB/A, while after even number
of T-dualizations type IIA/B stays unchanged [2, 3].
T-dualization of type II superstrings was a subject of the papers [4, 5, 6, 3]. In some
articles T-dualization along single direction is considered [5, 6]. Two chirality sectors trans-
form under T-duality differently and, consequently, in T-dual picture there are two sets
of vielbeins and gamma matrices. But there is a local Lorentz transformation connecting
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them. In Refs.[5, 6], in the case of T-dualization along one direction, spinorial represen-
tation of that local Lorentz transformation is found. Detailed derivation is presented in
Ref.[5].
The case of simultaneous T-dualization of pure spinor type II superstring theory is
investigated in Ref.[3]. By simultaneous T-dualization we denote T-dualization along
some subset of coordinates at the same time [3, 7]. In Ref.[3] we used the action in the
approximation of constant background fields obtained from general one given in Ref.[8]
after some assumptions. First, we took that all background fields are xµ independent
justifying such assumption with the possibility of making simultaneous T-dualization along
any subset of coordinates including full T-dualization. The second crucial assumptions was
technical one. Because the full action of Ref.[8] is in the form of an expansion in powers of
θα and θ¯α, for technical simplicity, we took into consideration only basic terms which are
θα and θ¯α independent. Effectively, only physical superfields (their first components are
identified with supergravity fields) survive and they are constant. Using obtained action,
in Ref.[3] we investigated simultaneous T-dualization and obtained the transformation
laws connecting initial and T-dual coordinates and the expressions for T-dual background
fields. We presented a detailed derivation of local Lorentz transformation in the spinorial
representation. Also we discussed the case of timelike T-dualization and prove the results
of Ref.[9] obtained in the analysis of effective action.
Mathematical framework for T-dualization is developed by Buscher [10]. Standard
Buscher T-dualization procedure is applicable if the theory has shift symmetry. This
means that it is possible to find such coordinate basis in which background fields do not
depend on some directions [10, 11, 12, 13, 14]. Localization of the symmetry is done
in a standard way - by replacing the world-sheet derivatives ∂±x
µ with covariant ones,
D±x
µ = ∂±x
µ+ vµ±, where v
µ
± are gauge fields. In order to make T-dual theory physically
equivalent to the initial one, a term with Lagrange multiplier is added to the action so
that the field strength should be zero. As a consequence of the shift symmetry, we can fix
initial coordinates and obtain so called gauge fixed action. Variation of this action with
respect to the Lagrange multiplier produces initial action, while variation with respect to
the gauge fields gives T-dual action. When one applies the procedure in the open string
case [15] then one has to consider both equations of motion and boundary conditions.
Consequently, Dp-branes appear in the analysis.
There are two main approaches in superstring theory - Neveu-Schwarz-Ramond (NSR)
and Green-Schwarz (GS) formalism [11]. The first one contains explicit world-sheet super-
symmetry, while the second one has explicit space-time supersymmetry. There are some
disadvantages of these approaches: in NSR formalism Ramond-Ramond (R-R) sector is
missing and space-time supersymmetry is not manifest, while in GS formalism quantiza-
tion can be performed just in light-cone gauge. In last two decades a new approach has
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appeared, pure spinor formalism [16, 17, 18, 19, 8]. It is pretty similar to GS one in the
sense that space-time supersymmetry is manifest but it contains pure spinors λα and λ¯α
satisfying so called pure spinor constraints, λα(Γµ)αβλ
β = λ¯α(Γµ)αβ λ¯
β = 0. Pure spinor
formalism uses advantages of the previous two formalisms and avoids some disadvantages.
In this article we will use pure spinor action of type II superstring from Ref.[8], where de-
tailed derivation of the action is presented. The action is given in the form of an expansion
in powers of θα and θ¯α obtained using (anti)holomorphicity and nilpotency conditions.
In this article we study simultaneous T-dualization of the pure spinor superstring type
II theory with only one assumption - background fields are independent of the coordinates
xa along which we make T-dualization. This assumption stems from the applicability of
the Buscher procedure. Our main goal is to find the full form of all T-dual background
fields and T-dual transformation laws.
We start with the action (2.1) and decompose the variables XM and X¯M (3.1) ex-
tracting directions xa along which we make T-dualization. Then we perform Buscher
T-dualization procedure along xa obtaining the T-dual transformation laws and T-dual
action. Two chirality sectors transform differently under T-dualization. Consequently,
there are two sets of vielbeins and gamma matrices, which are connected by local Lorentz
transformation represented by matrix aΩ. In order to work with unique set of gamma
matrices, we introduce proper fermionic variables keeping unbar fermionic variables un-
changed while bar variables are corrected by matrix aΩ. After introducing proper fermionic
variables, we read the full form of the T-dual background fields.
We get the explicit expressions for T-dual physical superfields. For constant back-
ground they turn to the result of Ref.[3]. Expressions for the auxiliary superfields and
field strengths are completely new in the sense that they are missed in the constant back-
ground case. In order to avoid long expressions, we will give explicitly just expression for
T-dual auxiliary field aA
a
α (5.25) and expression for the field strength aΩ
a,µˆνˆ (5.26).
Dilaton field is treated within quantum formalism. We obtain the most general ex-
pression for T-dual dilaton field within pure spinor formulation of type II superstring
theory.
2 Type II pure spinor superstring theory
In this section we will introduce the type II pure spinor superstring action in compact and
expanded form.
The sigma model action for type II superstring of Ref.[8] is of the form
S =
∫
Σ
d2ξ(XT )MAMNX¯
N + Sλ + Sλ¯ , (2.1)
3
where XM and X¯N are left and right chiral supersymmetric variables
XM =


∂+θ
α
Πµ
dα
1
2N
µν

 , X¯M =


∂−θ¯
α
Π¯µ
d¯α
1
2N¯
µν

 , [M = (α, µ, α, µν)] , (2.2)
which components are defined as
Πµ = ∂+x
µ +
1
2
θα(Γµ)αβ∂+θ
β , Π¯µ = ∂−x
µ +
1
2
θ¯α(Γµ)αβ∂−θ¯
β , (2.3)
dα = piα − 1
2
(Γµθ)α
[
∂+x
µ +
1
4
(θΓµ∂+θ)
]
,
d¯α = p¯iα − 1
2
(Γµθ¯)α
[
∂−x
µ +
1
4
(θ¯Γµ∂−θ¯)
]
, (2.4)
Nµν =
1
2
wα(Γ
[µν])αβλ
β , N¯µν =
1
2
w¯α(Γ
[µν])αβλ¯
β . (2.5)
In the analysis we will use the action in the form (2.1). Just for completeness, the expanded
form of the action is
S =
∫
d2ξ
[
∂+θ
αAαβ∂−θ¯
β + ∂+θ
αAαµΠ¯
µ +ΠµAµα∂−θ¯
α +ΠµAµνΠ¯
ν
+ dαE
α
β∂−θ¯
β + dαE
α
µΠ¯
µ + ∂+θ
αEα
β d¯β +Π
µE¯µ
β d¯β + dαP
αβ d¯β
+
1
2
NµνΩµν,β∂−θ¯
β +
1
2
NµνΩµν,ρΠ¯
ρ +
1
2
∂+θ
αΩα,µνN¯
µν +
1
2
ΠµΩµ,νρN¯
νρ
+
1
2
NµνC¯µν
β d¯β +
1
2
dαC
α
µνN¯
µν +
1
4
NµνSµν,ρσN¯
ρσ
]
+ Sλ + Sλ¯ , (2.6)
where we used matrix AMN in explicit form
AMN =


Aαβ Aαν Eα
β Ωα,µν
Aµβ Aµν E¯µ
β Ωµ,νρ
Eαβ E
α
ν P
αβ Cαµν
Ωµν,β Ωµν,ρ C¯µν
β Sµν,ρσ

 . (2.7)
Matrix AMN , containing type II superfields, generally depends on x
µ, θα and θ¯α. The
superfields Aµν , E¯µ
α, Eαµ and P
αβ are physical superfields, because their first components
are supergravity fields. The fields in the first column and first row are auxiliary superfields
because they can be expressed in terms of the physical ones [8]. The rest ones, Ωα,µν , Ωµν,α,
Ωµ,νρ(Ωµν,ρ), C
α
µν(C¯µν
α) and Sµν,ρσ, are curvatures (field strengths).
The world sheet Σ is parameterized by ξm = (ξ0 = τ , ξ1 = σ) and ∂± = ∂τ ± ∂σ.
Superspace is spanned by bosonic coordinates xµ (µ = 0, 1, 2, . . . , 9) and fermionic ones θα
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and θ¯α (α = 1, 2, . . . , 16). The variables piα and p¯iα are canonically conjugated momenta
to θα and θ¯α, respectively. The actions for pure spinors, Sλ and Sλ¯, are free field actions
Sλ =
∫
d2ξwα∂−λ
α , Sλ¯ =
∫
d2ξw¯α∂+λ¯
α , (2.8)
where λα and λ¯α are pure spinors and wα and w¯α are their canonically conjugated mo-
menta, respectively. The pure spinors satisfy so called pure spinor constraints
λα(Γµ)αβλ
β = λ¯α(Γµ)αβ λ¯
β = 0 . (2.9)
We are going to perform T-dualization along some subset of bosonic coordinates xa.
So, we will assume that these directions are Killing vectors and that background fields do
not depend on them.
3 T-dualization along arbitrary number of coordinates
In this section we will make T-dualization along arbitrary subset of the coordinates xa.
First we will make mathematical preparation extracting the desired directions from vari-
ables XM and X¯M . Then we will apply standard Buscher procedure assuming that back-
ground fields do not depend on xa.
3.1 Mathematical preparation
In order to make T-dualization along arbitrary bosonic directions xa, let us split the space
time index µ in a and the undualized ones, i. We write the variables XM and X¯N in the
appropriate form, separating derivatives of T-dualized coordinates xa
XM = PMa∂+x
a + aj
M
+ ≡ PMa∂+xa + PMi∂+xi + jM+ ,
X¯M = P¯Ma∂−x
a + aj
M
− ≡ P¯Ma∂−xa + P¯Mi∂−xi + jM− , (3.1)
where
PMb =


0
δab
0
−12(Γbθ)α
0


, P¯Mb =


0
δab
0
−12(Γbθ¯)α
0


, (3.2)
PMj =


0
0
δij
−12(Γjθ)α
0


, P¯Mj =


0
0
δij
−12(Γj θ¯)α
0


, (3.3)
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aj
M
+ =


∂+θ
α
1
2(Γ
aθ)α∂+θ
α
Πi
piα − 12(Γiθ)α∂+xi − 18(Γµθ)α(θΓµ∂+θ)
1
2N
µν


, (3.4)
aj
M
− =


∂−θ¯
α
1
2(Γ
aθ¯)α∂−θ¯
α
Π¯i
p¯iα − 12(Γiθ¯)α∂−xi − 18(Γµθ¯)α(θ¯Γµ∂−θ¯)
1
2N¯
µν


. (3.5)
In comparison with (2.2) we split Πµ into Πa and Πi as well as Γµ into Γa and Γi. Con-
sequently, variables XM and X¯M have five block components and AMN is 5 × 5 block
matrix, where index M = (α, a, i, α, µν).
Let us introduce the notation
A˜ab = PaMAMN P¯Nb = Aab − 1
2
E¯a
α(Γbθ¯)α − 1
2
(Γaθ)αE
α
b +
1
4
(Γaθ)αP
αβ(Γbθ¯)β , (3.6)
Π˜+ab ≡ 1
κ
A˜ab , Π˜±ab = B˜ab ± 1
2
G˜ab , (3.7)
J+a =
2
κ
aj
M
+ AMN P¯
N
a , J−a = −2
κ
Pa
MAMNaj
N
− . (3.8)
The field B˜ab plays a role of Kalb-Ramond field, and G˜ab the role of metric in the process
of T-dualization.
Applying this decomposition to the action (2.1), it gets a form
S =
∫
d2ξ
(
κ∂+x
aΠ˜+ab∂−x
b − κ
2
∂+x
aJ−a +
κ
2
J+a∂−x
a + aj
M
+ AMNaj
N
−
)
, (3.9)
where all terms with derivatives ∂±x
a are written explicitly.
3.2 Buscher procedure
Let us perform T-dualization of the action (3.9) along xa directions. We assume that
xa directions are Killing ones, so, background fields do not depend on them. Applying
standard procedure of Buscher T-dualization we replace ordinary world-sheet derivatives
∂±x
a by covariant ones
D±x
a = ∂±x
a + va± . (3.10)
In order to make the fields va± unphysical we add the term
SL =
κ
2
∫
d2ξ(va+∂−ya − va−∂+ya) , (3.11)
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where ya are Lagrange multipliers. Taking into account that x
a are isometry directions
we choose the gauge, xa = 0, so that the gauge fixed action takes a form
Sfix =
∫
d2ξ
(
κva+Π˜+abv
b
− −
κ
2
va+J−a +
κ
2
J+av
a
− + aj
M
+ AMNaj
N
−
)
+
κ
2
∫
d2ξ(va+∂−ya − va−∂+ya) . (3.12)
On the equations of motion for ya we obtain that field strength is equal to zero
∂+v
a
− − ∂−va+ = 0 , (3.13)
which solution is va± = ∂±x
a. In this way the action Sfix turns to the initial action S.
On the equations of motion for gauge fields va± we have
∂+ya = 2v
b
+Π˜+ba + J+a , (3.14)
∂−ya = −2Π˜+abvb− + J−a . (3.15)
Substituting the expressions for va±
va+ =
1
2
(∂+yb − J+b) (Π˜−1+ )ba , (3.16)
va− = −
1
2
(Π˜−1+ )
ab (∂−yb − J−b) , (3.17)
into Sfix we get T-dual action
aS =
∫
d2ξ
[
κ
4
∂+ya(Π˜
−1
+ )
ab∂−yb +
1
2
∂+ya(Π˜
−1
+ )
abAbNaj
N
− −
1
2
aj
M
+ A¯Ma(Π˜
−1
+ )
ab∂−yb
+ aj
M
+
(
AMN − 1
κ
A¯Ma(Π˜
−1
+ )
abAbN
)
aj
N
−
]
, (3.18)
where we used the expressions for currents (3.4) and (3.5) and introduced the definitions
A¯Ma ≡ AMN P¯Na , AaM ≡ PaNANM . (3.19)
3.3 T-dual transformation laws
In order to obtain relation between initial coordinates xa and corresponding T-dual ones
ya, we eliminate v± from the equations of motion for Lagrange multipliers ya, v
a
± = ∂±x
a,
and other ones for gauge fields va± (3.14) and (3.15)
∂±ya ∼= −2Π˜∓ab∂±xb + J±a . (3.20)
Using the expressions for currents aj
M
± = j
M
± + P
M
i ∂±x
i given in Eq.(3.1), we get the
currents (3.8) in the form
J±a = J¯±a − 2Π˜∓ai∂±xi , (3.21)
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where we introduced the notation
J¯+a =
2
κ
jM+ AMN P¯
N
a , J¯−a = −2
κ
Pa
MAMNj
N
− , (3.22)
Π˜+ia ≡ 1
κ
Pi
MAMN P¯
N
a , Π˜+ai =
1
κ
Pa
MAMN P¯
N
i . (3.23)
Now we can rewrite the transformation law (3.20) in the form
∂±ya ∼= −2Π˜∓ab∂±xb − 2Π˜∓ai∂±xi + J¯±a , (3.24)
while the inverse one is
∂±x
a ∼= −2κθ˜ab± Π˜∓bi∂±xi − κθ˜ab± (∂±yb − J¯±b) . (3.25)
Here we introduced the field θ˜ab± as
θ˜ab± = −
2
κ
(gˆ−1Π˜±G˜
−1)ab , gˆab = (G˜− 4B˜G˜−1B˜)ab , (3.26)
such that
θ˜ab± Π˜∓bc =
1
2κ
δac . (3.27)
Note that the form of the transformation laws is the same as in the case of constant
background fields [3]. But now all background fields depend on the undualized coordinates
(θα, θ¯α, xi).
Let us find relation between complete T-dual coordinates aXµˆ = {ya, xi} and initial
ones xµ. Together with T-dual transformation laws (3.24), which relate ya with x
µ, we
can add simply ∂±x
i = ∂±x
i and rewrite both relations in the form
∂+(aX)µˆ = (Q¯
−1T )µˆν∂+x
ν + J¯+µˆ , ∂− (aX)µˆ = (Q
−1T )µˆν∂−x
ν + J¯−µˆ . (3.28)
The matrices
Qµˆν =
(
κθ˜ab+ 0
−2κΠ˜−icθ˜cb+ δij
)
, Q¯µˆν =
(
κθ˜ab− 0
−2κΠ˜+icθ˜cb− δij
)
, (3.29)
and theirs inverse
Q−1µνˆ =
(
2Π˜−ab 0
2Π˜−ib δ
j
i
)
, Q¯−1µνˆ =
(
2Π˜+ab 0
2Π˜+ib δ
j
i
)
, (3.30)
perform T-dualization for vector indices. The currents are defined as
J¯±µˆ =
(
J¯±a
0
)
. (3.31)
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3.4 Two sets of vielbeins and gamma matrices
Different chiralities transform differently as in Refs.[6, 5, 3]. Consequently, there are two
types of T-dual vielbeins defined as
ae
aµˆ = eaν(Q
T )νµˆ , ae¯
aµˆ = eaν(Q¯
T )νµˆ , (3.32)
producing the same T-dual metric aG
µˆνˆ , where hat indices are from T-dual picture. Two
types of vielbeins produces two sets of gamma matrices in the T-dual picture
aΓµˆ = (ae
−1)µˆa Γ
a = (ae
−1Γ)µˆ , aΓ¯µˆ = (ae¯
−1)µˆa Γ
a = (ae¯
−1Γ)µˆ , (3.33)
which are connected by local Lorentz transformation
aΓ¯µˆ = aΩ
−1
aΓµˆ aΩ . (3.34)
Here aΩ is spinorial representation of the Lorentz transformation
aΩ
−1 Γa aΩ = (Λ
−1)ab Γ
b . (3.35)
The underlined indices are Lorentz ones (denoted by a, b). The matrix Λab is a matrix of
Lorentz transformation and it is given by the expression
Λab = e
a
µ(Q
−1Q¯)Tµν(e
−1)νb . (3.36)
In T-dual theory, as a consequence of two types of Γ matrices, there are two types of
T-dual supersymmetry invariant variables
adα = apiα − 1
2
(aΓ
µˆ
aθ)α(∂+ aXµˆ +
1
4
aθaΓµˆ∂+ aθ) , (3.37)
ad¯α = ap¯iα − 1
2
(aΓ¯
µˆ
aθ¯)α(∂− aXµˆ +
1
4
aθ¯aΓ¯µˆ∂− aθ¯) . (3.38)
In order to work with one set of gamma Γ matrices we have to introduce proper variables.
We can rewrite bar expression as
(aΩ ad¯)α = (aΩ ap¯i)α − 1
2
(aΓ
µˆ
aΩ aθ¯)α(∂− aXµˆ +
1
4
aθ¯ aΩ
−1
aΓµˆ aΩ ∂−aθ¯) . (3.39)
Let us preserve expressions for unbar variables, aθ
α = θα and apiα = piα, and change bar
variables
•θ¯α ≡ aΩαβ aθ¯β , •p¯iα ≡ aΩαβ ap¯iβ . (3.40)
Now the forms of transformation of the supersymmetric invariants are the same. In short,
fermionic index without bar is unchanged, while bar fermionic index is multiplied by aΩ.
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The further story, finding the spinorial representation of local Lorentz symmetry aΩ
connecting two kinds of vielbeins, is the same as in [6, 5, 3] and we will not repeat it. We
will just write the final expression for matrix aΩ in spinorial representation
aΩ =
√√√√ d∏
i=1
Gaiai aΓ (iΓ
11)d , (3.41)
Γ11 = (i)
D(D−1)
2
1∏D−1
µ=0 Gµµ
εµ1µ2...µDΓ
µ1Γµ2 . . .ΓµD . (3.42)
Matrix Γ11 has normalization constant to satisfy the condition (Γ11)2 = 1. Also we have
aΓ = (i)
d(d−1)
2
d∏
i=1
Γai = (i)
d(d−1)
2 Γa1Γa2 · · ·Γad , (3.43)
so that
(aΓ)
2 =
d∏
i=1
Gaiai =
1∏d
i=1Gaiai
. (3.44)
This matrix is introduced as analogy of Γ11 in subspace spanned by T-dualized directions
xa. The letter d denotes the number of T-dualized coordinates xa (a = 1, 2, . . . , d).
4 Relations between initial and T-dual background fields
In this section we will find the most general form of the T-dual background fields in terms
of the initial ones in the type II pure spinor superstring under simultaneous T-dualization.
We will also discuss the form of the T-dual dilaton field obtained in the quantization
procedure.
We expect that T-dual action (3.18) has the form of the initial action (2.1) but ex-
pressed in terms of the T-dual variables and background fields
aS =
∫
d2ξ aX
T
Mˆ a
AMˆNˆ aX¯Nˆ , (4.1)
where in analogy with (3.1) we have
aXMˆ = aPˆMˆ
a∂+ya +
⋆
aj+Mˆ , aX¯Mˆ = a
ˆ¯P
Mˆ
a∂−ya +
⋆
aj¯−Mˆ ,
[
Mˆ = (α, µˆ, α, µˆνˆ)
]
. (4.2)
Let us remind that index µˆ means that index of T-dualized direction, a, goes up if it was
down in initial theory and vice versa, while index i keeps the position.
The decomposition of T-dual variables aXMˆ and aX¯Mˆ has similar form as for initial
ones, XM and X¯M . We express the T-dual currents ⋆aj+Mˆ and
⋆
aj¯−Mˆ in terms of the initial
ones aj
M
± as
⋆
aj+Mˆ = ωMˆNaj
N
+ ,
⋆
aj¯−Mˆ = ω¯MˆNaj
N
− , (4.3)
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in order to make comparison of the actions (4.1) and (3.18) which will produce the relations
between T-dual and initial background fields. We did not write free field actions for pure
spinors, Sλ and Sλ¯, because they carry fermionic indices while we T-dualize along some
subset of bosonic indices. So, they are not changed in the process of T-dualization.
Following the form of the initial theory we introduced for T-dual case
aPˆMˆ
a =


0
δa
b
0
κ
2 θ˜
ab
− (Γbθ)α
0 ,


, a
ˆ¯P
Mˆ
a =


0
δa
b
0
κ
2 θ˜
ab
+ (Γb
•θ¯)βΩ
β
α
0


. (4.4)
The matrices ω and ω¯ are of the form
ω
MˆN
=


δαβ 0 0 0 0
Π˜−ai(θΓ
i)α 2Π˜−ab 0 0 0
−(θΓi)α 0 δij 0 0
κ
2
Π˜+icθ˜cb− (Γbθ)α(θΓ
i)β −
1
2
(Γiθ)α(θΓi)β 0 (Γiθ)α − κΠ˜+icθ˜cb− (Γbθ)α δα
β 0
0 0 0 0 (Q¯−1)T
µˆρ
(Q¯−1)T
νˆλ

 ,
(4.5)
ω¯
MˆN
=


Ωαβ 0 0 0 0
Π˜+ai(
• θ¯Γi)β Ω
β
α 2Π˜+ab 0 0 0
−(• θ¯Γi)βΩ
β
α 0 δ
i
j 0 0
(κ
2
Π˜
−icθ˜
cb
+
(Γb
• θ¯)γ(
•θ¯Γi)δ −
1
2
(Γi• θ¯)γ(
• θ¯Γi)δ)Ω
γ
αΩ
δ
β 0 [(Γ
i• θ¯)β − κΠ˜−icθ˜
cb
+
(Γb
• θ¯)β ]Ω
β
α aΩα
β 0
0 0 0 0 (Q−1)T
µˆρ
(Q−1)T
νˆλ

 .
(4.6)
We also will need inverse matrices, ω−1 and ω¯−1,
(ω−1)MNˆ =


δαβ 0 0 0 0
− 1
2
(Π˜−1− )
abΠ˜−bi(θΓ
i)α
1
2
(Π˜−1− )
ab 0 0 0
(θΓi)α 0 δij 0 0
κ
2
Π˜+icθ˜cb− (Γbθ)α(θΓ
i)β − (Γiθ)α(θΓ
i)β 0 κΠ˜+icθ˜
cb
− (Γbθ)α − (Γiθ)α δα
β 0
0 0 0 0 (Q¯T )µρˆ(Q¯T )νλˆ

 ,
(4.7)
(ω¯
−1
)
MNˆ
=


Ωαβ 0 0 0 0
− 1
2
(Π˜−1
+
)abΠ˜+bi(
• θ¯Γi)αΩ
α
β
1
2
(Π˜−1
+
)ab 0 0 0
(• θ¯Γi)αΩ
α
β 0 δ
i
j 0 0[
κ
2
Π˜
−icθ˜
cb
+
(Γb
•θ¯)α(
• θ¯Γi)β − (Γi
• θ¯)α(
• θ¯Γi)β
]
ΩαγΩ
β
δ 0 [κΠ˜−icθ˜
cb
+
(Γb
• θ¯)α − (Γi
• θ¯)α]Ω
α
β Ωα
β 0
0 0 0 0 (QT )µρˆ(QT )νλˆ

 .
(4.8)
During the calculation of above matrices we used the expressions for T-dual gamma
matrices with upper and lower indices
aΓµˆ = −(Q−1)TµˆνΓν =
(
aΓa
aΓ
i
)
=
(
2Π˜+abΓ
b + 2Π˜+aiΓ
i
−Γi
)
, (4.9)
aΓ
µˆ = −QµˆνΓν =
(
aΓ
a
aΓi
)
=
(
−κθ˜ab+ Γb
−Γi + 2κΠ˜−icθ˜cb+Γb
)
, (4.10)
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aΓ¯µˆ = −(Q¯−1)TµˆνΓν =
(
aΓ¯a
Γ¯i
)
=
(
2Π˜−abΓ
b + 2Π˜−aiΓ
i
−Γi
)
, (4.11)
aΓ¯
µˆ = −Q¯µˆνΓν =
(
aΓ¯
a
aΓ¯i
)
=
(
−κθ˜ab− Γb
−Γi + 2κΠ˜+icθ˜cb−Γb
)
. (4.12)
The explicit form of the action given in (4.1) is
aS =
∫
d2ξ
(
∂+yaPˆ
T a
Mˆ a
AMˆNˆ ˆ¯P
Nˆ
b∂−yb + ∂+yaPˆ
T a
Mˆ a
AMˆNˆ ω¯
NˆP a
jP−
+ aj
N
+ ω
T
NMˆ a
AMˆNˆ ˆ¯P
Nˆ
b∂−yb + aj
M
+ ω
T
MPˆ a
APˆ Qˆω¯
QˆN a
jN−
)
. (4.13)
Comparing this action with that from Eq.(3.18) we obtain the T-dual fields in terms of
initial ones
Pˆ T a
Mˆ a
AMˆNˆ ˆ¯P
Nˆ
b =
κ
4
(Π˜−1+ )
ab =⇒ aΠ˜ab+ =
1
4
(Π˜−1+ )
ab , (4.14)
aA
aMˆ =
1
2
(Π˜−1+ )
abAbP (ω¯
−1)PMˆ , (4.15)
aA¯
Mˆa = −1
2
(ωT )−1
MˆN
A¯Nb(Π˜
−1
+ )
ba (4.16)
aA
MˆNˆ = (ωT )−1
MˆP
(
APQ − 1
κ
A¯Pa(Π˜
−1
+ )
abAbQ
)
(ω¯−1)QNˆ , (4.17)
where
aA
aNˆ ≡ Pˆ T a
Mˆ a
AMˆNˆ , aA¯
Mˆa ≡ aAMˆNˆ ˆ¯P Nˆ a . (4.18)
The next step is to express components of the T-dual fields in terms of the components
of the initial background fields. Also in order to find transformation law for physical
superfields components in AMN we need the explicit expressions
aA
aNˆ =


aA
a
α +
κ
2 θ˜
ab
− (Γbθ)β aE
β
α
aA
ab + κ2 θ˜
ab
− (Γbθ)β aE
βb
aA
a
i +
κ
2 θ˜
ab
− (Γbθ)β aE
β
i
aE¯
aβ + κ2 θ˜
ab
− (Γbθ)α aP
αβ
aΩ
a,µˆνˆ + κ2 θ˜
ab
− (Γbθ)α aC
α,µˆνˆ


T
, (4.19)
aA¯
Mˆa =


aAα
a + κ2 aEα
β θ˜ab+ (Γb
•θ¯)γΩ
γ
β
aA
ab + κ2 aE¯
aβ θ˜bc+ (Γc
•θ¯)γΩ
γ
β
aAi
a + κ2 aE¯i
β θ˜ab+ (Γb
•θ¯)γΩ
γ
β
aE
αa + κ2 aP
αβ θ˜ab+ (Γb
•θ¯)γΩ
γ
β
aΩ
µˆνˆ,a + κ2 aC¯
µˆνˆ,β θ˜ab+ (Γb
•θ¯)γΩ
γ
β


, (4.20)
12
AaM =


Aaα − 12(Γaθ)βEβα
Aab − 12(Γaθ)αEαb
Aai − 12(Γaθ)αEαi
E¯a
α − 12(Γaθ)βP βα
Ωa,µν − 12(Γaθ)αCαµν


T
, (4.21)
A¯Ma =


Aαa − 12Eαβ(Γaθ¯)β
Aab − 12E¯aβ(Γbθ¯)β
Aia − 12E¯iβ(Γaθ¯)β
Eαa − 12Pαβ(Γaθ¯)β
Ωµν,a − 12C¯µνβ(Γaθ¯)β


. (4.22)
In order to describe dilaton field Φ in the standard formulation one should add Fradkin-
Tseytlin term as in [6]
SΦ =
∫
d2ξ
√−gR(2)Φ , (4.23)
to the initial action. Here R(2) is scalar curvature of the world sheet. It is well known
that dilaton field transformation under T-dualization is considered within path integral
formalism [10, 5, 6, 3, 4]. For a constant background the Gaussian path integral produces
the expression (det Π˜+ab)
−1.
In this article we T-dualize just along a subset of coordinates xa and assume that all
background fields are independent of xa. Consequently, gaussian integration over gauge
fields va± in path integral produces the same result as in the so called constant background
case [3] we get the form of the T-dual dilaton field.
aΦ(x
i, θα, θ¯α) = Φ(xi, θα, θ¯α)− ln det(2Π˜+ab) . (4.24)
Using the expression for Π˜+ab (3.7) in the form
Π˜+ab = Π+ab −∆ab , (4.25)
where ∆ab is defined as
∆ab =
1
2κ
E¯a
α(Γbθ¯)α +
1
2κ
(Γaθ)αE
α
b − 1
4κ
(Γaθ)αP
αβ(Γbθ¯)β , (4.26)
we get
aΦ(x
i, θα, θ¯α) = Φ(xi, θα, θ¯α)− ln det(2Π+ac)− ln det(1−Π−1+ ∆)cb . (4.27)
Quantity ∆ab measures the difference between general case considered in this article and
the case considered in Ref.[3]. Note that the expressions for background fields in Ref.[3]
have been obtained from general ones in Ref.[8] after elimination of all θα and θ¯α dependent
terms in the action. In that manner in Ref.[3] we omitted all terms in ∆ab. From Eq.(4.26)
we see that ignoring θα and θ¯α dependent terms in [3] prevents us to get complete solution
for the T-dual dilaton.
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5 The components of the T-dual matrix aA
MˆNˆ
In this section we will write explicit expressions for T-dual superfields and, putting that
background fields are constant, compare the results with already known constant back-
ground case.
5.1 The physical superfields and comparison with constant background
case
In order to find T-dual field aA
ab we take into consideration some particular component
of the equations (4.15)-(4.17).
The second component of Eq.(4.15) (Mˆ → b). It produces the equation
aA
ab +
κ
2
θ˜ab− (Γbθ)α aE
αb =
1
2
(Π˜−1+ )
ac
[
Acd − 1
2
(Γcθ)
αEαd
]
· 1
2
(Π˜−1+ )
db . (5.1)
We treat left-hand side and right-hand side of this equation as an expansion in powers of
θα. Equating appropriate coefficients we obtain the T-dual fields aA
ab and aE
αa
aA
ab =
1
4
(Π˜−1+ )
acAcd(Π˜
−1
+ )
db , aE
αa =
1
2
(Π˜−1− )
abEb
α .
(
Π˜− = −ΠT+
)
(5.2)
Using the redefinitions Aab = κΠ+ab and aA
ab = κ aΠ
ab
+ as well as the relation θ˜
ab
− Π˜+bc =
1
2κδ
a
c, we get
aΠ
ab
+ =
1
4
(Π˜−1+ )
acΠ+cd(Π˜
−1
+ )
db , (5.3)
aE
αa = κθ˜ab+ E
α
b . (5.4)
In the case of the constant background fields (∆ab = 0), the relation (5.3) transforms into
aΠ
ab
+ =
1
4
(Π−1+ )
ab =
κ
2
θˆab− , (5.5)
because in that case Π˜+ab = Π+ab and θ˜
ab
± → θˆab± .
The equation (5.4) in the limit of the constant background fields is in accordance with
appropriate result obtained in [3]. Here we have in mind that field Ψαµ is zero order term
in the expansion of Eαµ [8], which produces
aΨ
αa = κθˆab+Ψ
α
b . (5.6)
The second component of Eq.(4.16) (Mˆ → a). It produces
aA
ab +
κ
2
aE¯
aβ θ˜bc+ (Γc
•θ¯)γΩ
γ
β = −1
2
(−1
2
)(Π˜−1+ )
ac
[
Acd − 1
2
E¯c
β(Γdθ¯)β
]
(Π˜−1+ )
db , (5.7)
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we can get again the expression for aA
ab, but we additionally have
aE¯
aα = κθ˜ab− E¯b
βΩβ
α . (5.8)
In the constant background case E¯a
α → Ψ¯aα. Consequently, here we also have good
constant background limit
aΨ¯
αa = κθˆab− Ψ¯b
βΩβ
α . (5.9)
It is useful to observe the fact that expressions for T-dual fields aE¯
aα and aE
aα can
be obtained analyzing the fourth components of the equations (4.15) and (4.16),
respectively. Also note that θˆab± appearing in (5.6) and (5.9) is constant tensor defined as
inverse of the constant tensor Π+ab [3].
The third component of Eq.(4.15) (Mˆ → i). Let us consider the equation which
follows from the third component of the Eq.(4.15) (Mˆ → i)
aA
a
i +
κ
2
θ˜ab− (Γbθ)βaE
β
i =
1
2
(Π˜−1+ )
ab
(
Abj − 1
2
(Γbθ)βE
β
i
)
+
1
2
(Π˜−1+ )
ab
(
E¯b
α − 1
2
(Γbθ)βP
βα
)(
κΠ˜−icθ˜
cb
+ (Γb
•θ¯)γ − (Γi•θ¯)γ
)
Ωγα . (5.10)
Extracting the zero components in the expansion we get
aA
a
i =
1
2
(Π˜−1+ )
abAbi . (5.11)
In order to make comparison with the constant background case easier, we introduce the
following notation
aA
a
i = κ aΠ
a
+i , Aai = κΠ+ai , (5.12)
and, using the relation (3.27), we obtain
aΠ
a
+i = κθ˜
ab
−Π+bi . (5.13)
Treating the third component of the Eq.(4.16) (Mˆ → i)
aAi
a +
κ
2
aE¯i
αθ˜ab+ (Γb
•θ¯)βΩ
β
α = −1
2
(
Aib − 1
2
E¯i
β(Γbθ¯)β
)
− 1
2
(
κΠ˜+icθ˜
cb
− (Γbθ)α − (Γiθ)α
)(
Eαd − 1
2
Pαβ(Γdθ¯)β
)
(Π˜−1+ )
da , (5.14)
in the same way as in the previous case, we have
aΠ+i
a = −κΠ+ibθ˜ba− . (5.15)
The last two expressions, (5.13) and (5.15), in the limit of the constant background fields
are in full correspondence with the result obtained in the constant background case [3].
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The (Mˆ → i , Nˆ → j) component of Eq.(4.17). Considering appropriate compo-
nent in the Eq.(4.17) (Mˆ → i , Nˆ → j), we obtain
aAij = Aij − 1
κ
[
Aia − 1
2
E¯i
α(Γaθ¯)α
]
(Π˜−1+ )
ab
[
Abj − 1
2
(Γbθ)δE
δ
j
]
. (5.16)
Using redefinitions, Aij = κΠ+ij and aAij = κ aΠ+ij , this relation can be rewritten in the
form
aΠ+ij = Π+ij − 1
κ2
[
κΠ+ia − 1
2
E¯i
α(Γaθ¯)α
]
(Π˜−1+ )
ab
[
κΠ+bj − 1
2
(Γbθ)δE
δ
j
]
. (5.17)
In the constant background case explicit θα and θ¯α dependence disappears and Π˜+ab =
Π+ab. Consequently, we get
aΠ+ij = Π+ij − 2κΠ+iaθˆab−Π+bj , (5.18)
which is exactly the relation obtained in the constant background case [3].
Eq.(4.17) where (Mˆ → i, Nˆ → α), (Mˆ → α, Nˆ → i) and (Mˆ → α, Nˆ → β). Also
we read in this case, respectively,
aE¯i
α = {Eiγ − 1
κ
[
Aia − 1
2
E¯i
β(Γaθ¯)β
]
(Π˜−1+ )
ab
[
E¯b
α − 1
2
(Γbθ)δP
δγ
]
}Ωγα , (5.19)
aE
α
i = E
α
i − 1
κ
[
Eαa − 1
2
Pαβ(Γaθ¯)β
]
(Π˜−1+ )
ab
[
Abi − 1
2
(Γbθ)γE
γ
i
]
, (5.20)
aP
αβ = {Pαγ − 1
κ
[
Eαa − 1
2
Pαδ(Γaθ¯)δ
]
(Π˜−1+ )
ab
[
E¯b
γ − 1
2
(Γbθ)ǫP
ǫγ
]
}Ωγβ . (5.21)
In the constant background limit which effectively means that we put θα = θ¯α = 0,
Aia = κΠ+ia, Abi = κΠ+bi, (Π˜
−1
+ )
ab = 2κθˆab− and P
αβ = 12κe
Φ
2 Fαβ , we obtain relations
from [3]
aΨ¯i
α =
[
Ψ¯i
β − 2κΠ+iaθˆab− Ψ¯bβ
]
Ωβ
α , (5.22)
aΨ
α
i = Ψ
α
i − 2κΨαaθˆab−Π+bi , (5.23)
e
aΦ
2 aF
αβ =
[
e
Φ
2 Fαγ − 4κΨαaθˆab− Ψ¯bγ
]
Ωγ
β . (5.24)
Our compact result of the general case (4.15)-(4.17) in components has a form (5.1),
(5.7), (5.10), (5.14), (5.16) and (5.19)-(5.21). It gives the right limit for the constant
background fields (5.5), (5.6), (5.9), (5.13), (5.15), (5.18) and (5.22)-(5.24).
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5.2 T-dual auxiliary background fields and field strengths
The part of the main result, beside full expressions for the T-dual physical superfields,
are the expressions for T-dual auxiliary superfields (the first column and the first row
in matrix aA
MˆNˆ ) and expressions for T-dual field strengths (the last column and the
last row in matrix aA
MˆNˆ ). These background fields are absent in the already considered
constant background case [3], because imposed assumptions eliminated them from the
theory (detailed argumentation is in [3] and [8]).
In order to read all mentioned background fields we use the appropriate components of
(4.15)-(4.17). Fixing the indices Mˆ and Nˆ , we get the equations which we treat, as in the
previous cases, as expansions in powers of θα and θ¯α. Equating the appropriate coefficients
in the expansions, we read the form of T-dual background fields. Because there are many
expressions and some of them are long, we write just a few of them. For example, we give
the form of the background field T-dual to the Aaα and field strength T-dual to the Ωa,µν .
Using the relations (4.15) and (4.19)-(4.22), after straightforward calculation, we get
(Mˆ → α) aAaα = κθ˜ab−Abβ aΩβα , (5.25)
(Mˆ → µˆνˆ) aΩa,µˆνˆ = κθ˜ab− Ωb,ρλ(QT )ρµˆ(QT )λνˆ , (5.26)
while considering the component of Eq.(4.17) where Mˆ → µˆνˆ and Nˆ → λˆρˆ, we obtain
aS
µˆνˆ,λˆρˆ = Q¯µˆµQ¯νˆν
[
Sµν,λρ −
(
Ωµν,a − 1
2
C¯µν
α(Γaθ¯)α
)
· θ˜ab−
(
Ωb,λρ − 1
2
(Γbθ)βC
β
λρ
)]
(QT )λλˆ(QT )ρρˆ . (5.27)
6 Concluding remarks
In this paper we have investigated simultaneous T-dualization of the pure spinor type
II superstring described by the action of Ref.[8]. We assumed that background fields
do not depend on the coordinates along which we make T-dualization. Our goal was
to find the form of the T-dual background fields, especially T-dual auxiliary fields and
field strengths which are not present in the constant background case. In relation to the
articles [5, 6], where single direction T-dualization is performed, here we demonstrated
simultaneous T-dualization along some subset, xa (a = 1, 2, . . . d), of space-time directions.
Also following Refs.[5, 6, 3], we found the form of the spinorial representation of local
Lorentz transformation aΩ occurring in the T-dual picture.
The action we used in this article is type II superstring action in pure spinor formu-
lation of Ref.[8]. It is derived using nilpotency and (anti)holomorphicity conditions as an
expansion in powers of θα and θ¯α. In Ref.[3] we considered constant background version of
this action obtained under certain assumptions - background fields are independent of all
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xµ coordinates and we take just first components in the expansions of background fields.
In this way we lost information about the form of the T-dual auxiliary background fields
and field strengths, as well as the complete form of T-dual physical superfields.
It is difficult to work with the expanded form of action (2.6) because it has large
number of terms. We used condensed form of the action (2.1) and extracted in variables
XM and X¯M terms containing derivatives of the directions along we T-dualize, ∂±x
a. The
rest part of these variables is denoted as current aj
M
± . We inserted that expression into
action and made T-dualization along xa direction. On the equation of motion for gauge
fields va± we obtained T-dual action expressed in terms of T-dual coordinates ya and
currents aj
M
± . Under T-dualization the form of the action is preserved and consequently,
expressing the T-dual action in terms of the T-dual variables and fields, we finally got all
T-dual background fields in the considered general case. In order to compare them with
the constant background case of Ref.[3] we explicitly wrote the expressions for physical
superfields. In the limit of constant background fields obtained expressions turn into the
expressions of Ref.[3].
Combining the equations of motion for Lagrange multipliers ya and for gauge fields v
a
±
we obtain T-dual transformation laws (3.28) in most general case of type II pure spinor
superstring. Let us stress that we consider the general case and that all background
fields now depend on the undualized directions xi, θα and θ¯α. Because two chiral sectors
transform differently, there are two sets of vielbeins and gamma matrices. We obtained the
general form of the local Lorentz transformation in spinorial representation aΩ connecting
two chiral sectors. In order to work with properly defined variables and background fields,
fermions with bar index are multiplied by matrix aΩ.
The T-dual transformation of dilaton field Φ(xi, θα, θ¯α) is treated within quantum
formalism. In this paper, using the matrices Π˜+ab and aΠ˜
ab
+ , we obtained the general
expression for T-dual dilaton field (4.24).
Consequently, in this article we performed Buscher simultaneous T-dualization of type
II superstring in pure spinor formulation and found the general form of the T-dual trans-
formation laws and full expressions for T-dual background fields.
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